Development and construction of wind and solar projects

Our Plan: Renewables Worldwide
Every project is different and poses unique
challenges. With its vision of a sustainable
energy supply and 25 years of experience,
Germany-based ABO Wind has installed
renewable energy plants with more than
1,800 megawatts to date.

Your Partner for Clean Energy

Experts for Renewable Energy

ABO Wind is a pioneer in renewable energy. Dr. Jochen
Ahn and Matthias Bockholt founded the company in
Wiesbaden, Germany, in 1996. Today we are one of
Europe‘s most experienced and successful developers.
About 800 employees in 30 office locations plan, finance,
engineer, construct and operate onshore wind farms,
photovoltaic plants and hybrid energy systems worldwide.
To date, ABO Wind has developed and erected 720
renewable power plants. Our experts find individual
solutions and tailored strategies for any site. With more
than two decades of experience in the renewable sector,
we are able to realise even difficult projects swiftly and
professionally. Power plant manufacturers, banks and
investors value ABO Wind as a reliable partner.

We have the expertise and logistics to
develop renewable energy projects ...
... combining different technologies (wind turbines,
		 photovoltaic plants, energy storage systems);
... when conditions for financing are difficult;
... in different countries and under different sets of laws
		 and regulations;
... in environmentally sensitive areas;
... when bold and creative solutions to grid connection
		 are required.

With information events during the
planning stage, construction site tours
and inaugurations, ABO Wind strengthens
the acceptance of renewable energy
plants among local residents.
The photo shows an inauguration at the
Finnish wind farm Haapajärvi.

Solar Energy
Photovoltaics Development, Engineering and Construction
ABO Wind develops and builds large-scale photovoltaic projects worldwide. We take care of all steps of project
development, from securing sites and feasibility studies to yield analyses and obtaining permits.
We plan the optimal layout of the solar park (Engineering), acquire components and services (Procurement), and build
the photovoltaic plants including the necessary infrastructure (Construction). Our electrical engineers build substations
or find the ideal grid connection point.
ABO Wind‘s skilled engineers optimise the solar plants for any given site. Additionally, we provide project financing and
operational management.

Project Development
Scouting and securing of project sites
Site appraisal
Economic and technical analyses
Permits and licenses
Engineering, Procurement, Construction (EPC)
Solar farm design, basic and detailed engineering
Tendering and bid comparisons
Grid connection
Construction, supervision and quality control
Operations & Maintenance
Technical and commercial operational management
Performance ratio guarantee
Maintenance, fault clearance, safety checks

Currently, our solar team is working on a
project pipeline of more than 5,000
megawatts worldwide, focusing mainly on
large-scale projects with a capacity of at least
five megawatts. Our main focus is on sunny
regions in Europe, Sub-Saharan Africa, North
Africa and Latin America.

Wind Energy Onshore
Wind Farm Development, Engineering and Construction
In close cooperation with local partners, ABO Wind initiates wind farm projects, acquires sites and projects, carries out
technical and commercial planning and engineering, closes bank financing and delivers turn-key wind farms.

Site Appraisal
Our in-house experts analyse the wind conditions for each
site and calculate the expected yield. We undertake wind
measuring campaigns with measuring masts or LiDAR.
Community Engagement
Our business puts us at the heart of local communities.
Engaging with communities, landowners, policy makers
and citizens from an early stage allows ABO Wind to
shape our projects around stakeholders’ requirements.
Planning Permits
Our in-house planning department assesses potential
impacts like noise, visual effects and ecology and develops
as well as implements appropriate mitigation strategies.
This ensures that all relevant stakeholders are included
and enables ABO Wind to obtain all required permits in a
reasonable time.

EPC
ABO Wind‘s engineers plan the electrical and civil design of
the wind farm‘s infrastructure. We complete the technical
due diligence for financing and supervise construction,
quality and time frames.
Turn-key Construction
Our construction managers optimise transport routes,
prepare construction sites, take care of civil works. We
minimise the wind farm’s environmental impact, for
example by installing each rotor blade individually when
keyholing turbines
Grid Connection
Our experienced electrical engineers find solutions for
grid connections even in complex cases. Where necessary,
we build new substations to overcome grid capacity
constraints.

Technical Planning

Financing

Based on the data collected by our site appraisal
department, we choose the best turbine or plant for
each site. We have well-established business relations
with several manufacturers and can provide excellent
commercial terms.

ABO Wind‘s business professionals have long-established
business connections with international banks, and
we obtain financing under the favourable terms of the
German state bank KfW for international projects.

ABO Wind has installed
approximately 700 wind
turbines worldwide. This
experience will benefit
new projects.

Operational Management and Services
Wind and Solar Farm Management
Currently, ABO Wind is contracted to provide operational management and services for facilities with a capacity of 2,200
megawatts. Our staff of engineers, technicians and business specialists monitor and evaluate all wind farm data quickly and
cost-effectively.
ABO Wind offers a wide range of technical services, maintenance, inspections, and technical assessment. The control
room staff monitor wind and solar farms on a 24/7 basis. Our in-house experts and engineers consider the customer‘s
requirements and identify options to optimise performance.

Maintenance & Service
Inspections and repairs
Maintenance and fault clearance
Service teams in the field
Safety checks and optimisations

Commercial Management
Contract negotiations
Accounting and book-keeping
Monitoring of profitability and liquidity management
Reports and financial statements

Technical Management

Expert Assessment

On-site management and supervision

Assessment of rotor blades and concrete

Remote monitoring, data and fault management

Gearbox endoscopy

Recurring inspections

Performance analysis

Environmental compliance

Environmental assessment and optimisation

Early detection of damages reduces
repair costs and downtimes. ABO Wind‘s
operational management and service
pays off for operators.

Storage systems and green hydrogen
ABO Wind is taking a holistic approach to address the climate crisis: the company does not only develop and build wind
and solar farms in 16 countries, but also hybrid energy systems, battery storage and hydrogen projects.
Solar and wind energy, storage systems and green hydrogen: the combination of the four technologies combined with
our technical and commercial experience makes us the ideal partner for future-orientedprojects.

Storage and Hybrid Energy Systems
Green hydrogen
ABO Wind implements stand-alone battery solutions
and develops, engineers and constructs Hybrid Energy
Systems (HES) that combine wind turbines, photovoltaic
plants and battery storage systems.
The benefits of battery storage systems are gaining
importance in the industry – as part of a charging
infrastructure in the field of electromobility, to secure
electricity supply or to provide peak shaving. This allows
our customers to make their electricity supply more
sustainable and optimise electricity costs.
Our focus
Renewable microgrid solutions
Flexible peak shaving for commercial and industrial
clients
Stabilising power grids
Long-term storage solutions
Future mobility

Green hydrogen plays a key role in the clean energy
transition. Hydrogen from renewable energies can power
fuel cell cars, buses, trucks, trains and ships, making traffic
and transport emission-free and quieter. Industry and
commerce can also cover their energy needs via green
hydrogen.
ABO Wind supplies the necessary electricity from wind
and solar plants and develops the associated hydrogen
infrastructure. Together with partners, we are already
planning the implementation of the first projects.

Facts and Figures
Project Development in 16 Countries
Finland
Netherlands
United Kingdom

Canada

Germany
Poland

Ireland
France

Hungary

Spain

Greece
Tunisia

Colombia
Tanzania

Argentina

South Africa

Employees (excluding temporary staff)

~800

International orientation

Project development in 16 countries on four continents

Installed and commissioned so far

720 wind, solar and biogas plants with a total rated output 1,800;
another 1,800 megawatts sold under development

Climate Protection

The installed plants avoid the emission of more than 2 million tons
of carbon dioxide every year

Energy supply

The plants produce around 4 million megawatt hours per year – the
equivalent of the domestic electricity consumption of 2 million
people

Portfolio of future projects

Well over 15,000 megawatts worldwide – more than half of which
are in an advanced stage of development

Annual project volume

More than EUR 500 million

Overall performance of the ABO Wind Group 2020

EUR 169.4 million

Annual net profit of the ABO Wind group 2020

EUR 13.1 million
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